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Base Price

$799,990 4 Beds | 4 Baths | 1 Half Bath | 2 Garage

About This Plan
Convenient living never looked as good as it does in the Tyler, the home that truly lets you have it all! Enter the home

and you're in a foyer that lends a sense of arrival without feeling stuffy or closed-in. A flex room is perfect for

whatever your lifestyle demands use it as a formal living room, a receiving room, even opt to have it be an extra

bedroom with full bath - however you need it to function. You can also make it a formal study with built in book

cases and a glass door entry. The dining room is open and inviting, and can accommodate both cozy dinners at home

and grand celebrations. A powder room and closet are tucked away so they're convenient. The rear of the home

opens into a perfectly designed lifestyle-triangle, with a warm and inviting family room open over a huge eat-at

island to the gourmet kitchen. A dinette provides space for informal dining, and an optional covered porch brings

the outside in. Don't forget to add the fireplace for extra light and warmth. An enormous pantry provides plenty of

storage, and the handy family entry from the garage makes clutter a thing of the past. Upstairs features another

grand arrival area on the 2nd floor. A loft provides an upstairs living area,... *Prices shown generally refer to the base

house and do not include any optional features. Photos and/or drawings of homes may show upgraded landscaping…

elevations and optional features and may not represent the lowest-priced homes in the community.

About This Community
Convenient living never looked as good as it does in the Tyler, the home that truly lets you have it all! Enter the home

and you're in a foyer that lends a sense of arrival without feeling stuffy or closed-in. A flex room is perfect for

whatever your lifestyle demands use it as a formal living room, a receiving room, even opt to have it be an extra

bedroom with full bath - however you need it to function. You can also make it a formal study with built in book

cases and a glass door entry. The dining room is open and inviting, and can accommodate both cozy dinners at home

and grand celebrations. A powder room and closet are tucked away so they're convenient. The rear of the home

opens into a perfectly designed lifestyle-triangle, with a warm and inviting family room open over a huge eat-at

island to the gourmet kitchen. A dinette provides space for informal dining, and an optional covered porch brings

the outside in. Don't forget to add the fireplace for extra light and warmth. An enormous pantry provides plenty of

storage, and the handy family entry from the garage makes clutter a thing of the past. Upstairs features another

grand arrival area on the 2nd floor. A loft provides an upstairs living area,... *Prices shown generally refer to the base

…
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